
Essential Elements of 

Workflow Management

Every element of workflow 
management in a single tool
Pipefy’s no-code platform centralizes, automates, and 
optimizes all your workflows to improve operational 
efficiency in every department.
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Workflow management made easy

Pipefy helps teams centralize and organize their 
workflows for deeper visibility and control to save time 
and avoid repetitive manual work.



Integrate all your apps, systems, and tools to dissolve 
data silos and improve collaboration with other teams 
and external stakeholders. No more searching through 
endless emails or wasting time trying to manage 
spreadsheet sprawl. 



Easily standardize any workflow to ensure consistency 
and simplify compliance with built-in security features like 
permission management, SSO, 2FA, audit logs, and an 
uptime of 99.9% or higher to keep your processes running 
smoothly and free of interruptions.



Pipefy is designed to be used by everyone on your team, 
no coding experience required. That means a complete 
workflow management toolbox that doesn’t add to 
the IT backlog.

What’s possible with Pipefy

75% faster SLA lead times (from 4 days to 1)

50% reduction in request lead times (from 45 days to 20)

46% of manual emails managed through automation

2,400 work hours saved in one year

Incoming email queries from 20 inboxes consolidated into 
a single workflow and automatically assigned an SLA 
based on query type

The 3 pillars of workflow optimization

Centralization

Consolidate and control all your workflows 
in a single screen.


Integrate with your existing ERP, document 
signing apps, databases, and collaboration 
tools for seamless workflow management.


Guest portals and customizable forms 
make it easy to capture and consolidate 
information, even from external stakeholders.

Visibility

Identify and solve bottlenecks, broken 
handoffs, and collaboration silos with 
X-ray insights.


Easily organize and monitor incoming 
requests with rules and conditionals.  

Permission management and audit logs 
ensure traceability and accountability.


Multiple views keep deadlines, statuses, 
and SLAs on your radar.

Automation

Eliminate manual tasks and get more time 
for what matters most. 


Automate emails, status updates, approval 
flows, notifications, and other repetitive tasks.


Standardize and structure all your workflows 
to prevent duplicate efforts and avoid 
unnecessary errors.

Pipefy optimizes workflows for every team

“Pipefy was a key partner in establishing a clean workflow process for our beverages customer, even 
participating in the impact assessment sessions helping to identify improvement opportunities from day one.”

Mario Alvarado, Operations Manager at Capgemini

The most efficient teams in the world trust Pipefy

https://www.pipefy.com/case-study-dasa/
https://www.pipefy.com/case-study-lacoste/
https://www.pipefy.com/case-study-berneck/
https://www.pipefy.com/case-study-basf/
https://www.pipefy.com/case-study-capgemini-order-to-cash/
https://www.pipefy.com/case-study-capgemini-order-to-cash/
https://www.pipefy.com/case-study-capgemini-order-to-cash/

